Halfway!
Dear reader,
RESOLVE has just passed its mid-course and the highly innovative concept behind the project is on its
way to become concrete.
During last months enabling factors of this concept are gaining a definition and this newsletter aims
to tell main phases and aspects of this process.
First, simulation tools and virtual models have been widely adopted to properly address the design of
tilting 4-wheels vehicles. Powertrain simulation models, Dynamics of tilting vehicles, Models for vehicle
control have been developed in parallel aimed at exploring, understanding and analyzing such new reference design. See more at page 2.
At page 3 main results achieved so far
in the project are shown: E-motors and
modular battery pack are some of drivetrain components carried out through
detailed design and prototyping phase
with the valuable contributions from all
technical partners. On the other hand,
key features are depicted of the vehicle
architecture, which is about to be finalized. Also, first prototype of the HMI
concept was presented at the mid-term
review in December 2016 that will allow
first studies and demonstrations and early results in terms of users’ acceptance.
Finally, the Consortium is very active in promoting knowledge and debate around RESOLVE and its
topics: at page 4 the main events are mentioned where the project has been presented.
Enjoy your reading!
The RESOLVE team
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Tools and knowledge
Since electric tilting 4 wheels vehicle concept is quite new and there are no relevant examples on
the market, RESOLVE Demonstrators required to start design phase relying on few reference points. Therefore, virtual vehicle models have been properly created in order to explore such wide design
space.
Powertrain simulation models
Different alternatives for vehicle core have been
investigated, starting with preliminary vehicle and
powertrain simulation models at early project stage.
This provided first information about vehicle performances against project target by simulating several driving cycles that could be suitable for electric
L-Vehicles. Powertrain model has been refined and
detailed step by step, by including features of candidate components (battery, controller, e-motors,
transmission) that have then been designed from
scratch or selected off-the-shelf. Later models, now
based on accurate information, are able to accuraExample of simulation results
tely predict how much the demonstrators will range.
The vehicle will achieve satisfactory range, even considering naturalistic driving cycles.
Dynamics of tilting vehicles
As the main goal of the project is to make vehicles attractive, RESOLVE demonstrators are expected
to be compact, stable and easy to operate. RESOLVE Consortium studied a number of alternatives to
build up tilting vehicles, comparing many different architectures through simulation. The equations
behind such multibody models guided engineers and designers together to define the characteristics
of the vehicles, calibrating their choices for optimal performances.
Multibody models
describe
vehicle stability
through
eigenvalues plots

Vehicle model

Front tilting mechanism

Rear tilting mechanism

Models for vehicle control
Electric vehicles are high-tech mechatronic products.
Defining mechanical and power electronics parts of
RESOLVE demonstrators is not enough. The control
system is the director of such small orchestra comprehending battery cells, motors, wheels and –of course- rider. Traction, braking, energy regeneration, stability: everything will be controlled by electronics, thus
multi-physical models are being used to calibrate its
software.
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Powertrain and control system architecture

Main Results @ Project Mid-Term
Throughout the project, the vehicle architectures have been preliminarily defined and their components, such as e-motors and batteries, have been developed, with valuable contributions from
all the partners. The first prototype of HMI concept has been delivered too.
Vehicle architectures
Components design considered vehicle architectures of RESOLVE demonstrators and their peculiarities: D1 demonstrator will have individual e-motors on each rear wheel, whereas the D2 will
have only one e-motor with differential and double chain drive to the rear wheels.

Preliminary vehicle architecture and components layout of demonstrators D1 (left) and D2 (right)

E-motors
The consortium partners responsible for the e-motors are
Magneti Marelli (D1) and BOSCH (D2). The selection and
development of e-motors has been a continuous process
throughout the project. The initial designs and specifications used in basic 1D simulations to check for performance, acceleration, speed and gradability.

E-Motors: CAD designs of E-Motors for
Demonstrator 1 (left) and Demonstrator 2 (right)

Battery Pack
A common base module has been defined by WAMTECHNIK, responsible for battery pack development. Design approach enabled the implementation into two different battery pack configurations, according to vehicle architecture
and layout of RESOLVE demonstrators.
Battery Pack: CAD designs of battery packs for
Demonstrator 1 (left) and Demonstrator 2 (right)

HMI concept
This activity, led by RE:Lab, focused on the definition of the final HMI concept to be integrated into vehicle demonstrators. In
particular, the activity carried out are: the definition of the wireframe and the related work flow for identifying the interaction
modes between the user and the system, the elaboration of the
graphics, the description of the possible integration paths of
the HMI concept into the demonstrators taking in account the
hardware architecture.
HMI concept
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Communication Activities
In the past months RESOLVE has been presented at the following events:
1ST LIGHT ELECTRIC VEHICLE SUMMIT
Barcelona, September 20-21 2016
G. Costa from Ricardo presented a lecture on “RESOLVE - new vehicle
architecture for urban mobility”.
Automotive Applications (AMAA 2016) - 20th International
Forum on Advanced Microsystems
Brussels, September 22-23rd 2016
M. Perterer (KTM) gave a speech on the RESOLVE project (The
RESOLVE Project - An overview) within the Invited Session:
Disruptive Approaches to Urban Electric Mobility.
IFZ – International Motorcycle Conference
Cologne, October 3rd-4th 2016
F. Bucchi (UNIPI) gave an oral presentation about “Design of novel tilting
electric four-wheelers”
Co-Authors: F. Frendo (UNIPI), D. Simic (AIT), O. Di Tanna (PIAGGIO), M.
Perterer (KTM).
To learn more about RESOLVE please visit the project website:

www.resolve-project.eu
Contact
Coordinator: Piaggio & C. S.p.A.
Mario Santucci
Marco Pieve: marco.pieve@piaggio.com
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